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The aim of this paper is to introduce a concept of partially monadic functor. It 
can be treated as a generalization of the notion of monadic functor and multi- 
monadic functor in the sense of Diers [l]. Theorems presented here are naturally 
motivated by the classical ones concerning monadic functors. 
Any regular k nultiadjoint functor U: & 3 $? [S] generates a spectral algebraic 
theory 9’ in V ant, consequently, a category 9’-Alg of Y-algebras together with a 
comparison functor H: .19 + %Alg which preserves regukr morphisms. We 
characterize those categories or, more precisely, categories with distinguished 
subcategories of regular morphisms, which comparison functor is an isomorphism. 
If it is so, we call U partially monadic (with respect to the distinguished 
subcategory). 
A slight modification of classical construction gives us a functorial representation 
of %algebras i.e., 9Alg is isomorphic with a full subcategory of a category of 
contravariant functors from the ‘KleisIi category’ of the spectral algebraic theory 
9 into the category ct ecuivalent with Set. 
The list of examples pres:nted here which contains everal every-day life categories 
is an additional motivation for us for investigation of those generalization. In 




Review of multiadjoint ness 
We refer on this subjec. to [5]. 
Let U: d + V be a funct 33: and X be an object of K A U-mo@Csna (with domain 
X) is a pair (J A), where: f: X+ WA in K (J A) is &led U-epi provided that 
r, s : A 43 in d and Ur . f == Ws l f imply r = s. For a given family .4 of W-morphisms 
by an d-factorization of (L A) we mean every pair ((e, B), $, such that (e, B) E - 
+A and Ufa e=f. 
: d--+ V is called mult ;adjoint with respect o the spectrum Y= (S, J, q, ( 
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iff for every object X of V there is a small skeletal category SX together with a 
functor Jx : SX WS?’ and natural transformation # : AX* UJx (where A denotes 
a constant functor into the functor category) such that the following hold: 
(i) Each U-morphism df, A) has a distinguished q-factorization ((vi”, J’i),./@o) 
such that for any other v-factorization ((Q,?, J’j), g) of it, there exists a unique 
cp: j-i in SX with g=fCJxp. 
Morphism fo described above is called a universal extension of (A A). 
(ii) (QT)~= idJ,i, for every object X of 64 and i E SX. 
(iii) For every U-morphism (A A) with domain X and h : Y-X in C, (JR)’ = 
Jo* g, for some morphism g of ~8. 
If every SX is a poset or, equivalently, every qi”y is U-epi, then U is called po- 
multiadjoin t. 
For every object B of lr;4 let eB denotes a universal extension of (iduB, .B). J& 
morphism h : B +E is called %reg&r if ha &B is a universal extension of (Uh, !?). 
sregular morphisms form a subcategory %Reg of .s# and Ob %Reg = Ob Lpd. 
U is called regukr multiadjoint if every universal extension is %regular or, 
equivalently, the class of universal extensions i  closed under composition. 
Let 9 be a subcategory of & with Ob 9 =Ob ~6 It has been proved in [S] that 
if @ is regular po-multiadjoint with respect to the spectrum 9’ and %Reg = 9, then 
this spectrum isdetermined uniquely up to isomorphism. If it is so, we will say that 
U is partially multiadjoint with respect to 9. 
For a given regular po-multiadjointness (U, S, J, q, ( )O) we define a functor 
S: Vop +Pos (= category of posets) as follows: 
SX= SX, and for every f: X-+ Y in V and i E SY, sfci) is an element of SX such 
that Jxgf(i) is a domain of ($ f )O. 
By VY we will denote a fibered category associated with $1131. i.e., 
Ob s&=((X,i):XEOb V, i&X), 
Vy((X,i),(Y, j))={f:X+Y in V:$f(j)ri} 
and the composition is the same as in V. 
A morphism f E @‘((X, i), (Y, j)) is called Cartesian if sf(j) = i. 
A subcategory of Cartesian morphism will be denoted by (V9)cart. Of course, 
Ob( @C&art = Ob %. 
It has been proved in [5] that U has a factorization 
where u’ is right adjoint and Ps is an obvious projection. 
For al! unexplained notations and symbols of category theory we refer the reader 
to [6] asd Es]. 
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ectral algebraic theories 
ition 2.1. A spectral algebraic theory in % in extension form is a 4-tuple 
4=($3,r7,()*), where &Ob%‘+ObPos, &:$X+C, qx:AX+fx for every 
object X of V and ( )* assigning to each morphism h : X+&i a ‘universal exten- 
sion’ h* : &j-+&i and the following conditions are satisfied (here and in what 
follows we will simply wri :e Xi instead of jxi): 
(i) h*. t#= h. 
(ii) For every h:X-+K with h*:Xj+Y;: and g:Z+Xj, h*.g*=(h*.g)*. 
(iii) (llj”)* = idxj, for evt ry object X of % and je .!?X. 
(iv) If h : X+ I$ and p = &(i= k) : 5 + Yk, then p. h* 5 (ph)* (here and in what 
follows for f : Xi +A and g : Xk -+A we will write f <g iff f=g- jx(ilk)). 
We will always write ex instead of (idxi)* and Xi0 will always denote the domain 
of EX,: &xi :Xi,, “Xi and &x l t#= idxi. 
One can easily prove tht : following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. (a) For ever)’ h : X-+ q in V, eyi. (I# l h)*= h*. 
(b) If h:X-,Y, g:Y 
where q = dom(r# . g)*. 
+.T in V and i&T, then (r&g)*- ($0 h)*=(#.g. h)*, 
(~)Ifh:Xi~A,g:Xj~.4andhIg, thenforeveryf:Y-+Xi, h.f*lg.(p.f)*, 
where v = jx(,% j). 
(d) If h : Xi +R, g : Xj + A and e : Y +X is a retraction (i.e., e l s = id, for some 
s: X+Y) and h.(q;’ e)*::g.(q,F.e)*9 then h<g. 
Let g= (g, $ q, ( )*) be z spectral algebraic theory in g. 
Definition 2.3. An $a/gebra is a triple (A, Ai, a) where A is an object of V, i E $A 
and the ‘structure map’ a : Ai-+A satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) a. qt =id,.+ 
(ii) For every f; g : X+Ai, if af = ag, then af * = ag* (equivalently; a. &A, = 
a l (q;’ l a)+). 
A morphism h : A43 in C is called &morphism from (A, Ai, a) to (B, Bj, b) 
h.aSb.(qf.h)+. 
We will denote by gAlg the category of all &algebras and gmorphisms. 
Lemma 2.4. (a) For every object X qf %’ and ie SX, xi = (Xi, XiO, ox,) is an 
algebra. 
(b) For is j, .&is j) is an ?%norphism $+.om JTi to & 
iff 
roof. The first statement is obvious. To prove the second note that by Definition 
ZZ(iv). p l exi = pa (idx,)* 5 (p* (where p = jx(ii j)) and by Lemma 2.2(a), 
V * = EXj. (i# ’ p)*. 
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An smorphism h : (A, Ai, a)+(B, Bj, b) is called strong if 
hea=b+$ah)*. 
Let (SA lg)strong denote a subcategory of strong fimorphisms. 
Imposition 2.5. An obvious forgetful functor U”: $Alg-+ V is partially multi- 
adjoint with respect to (gAlg)Strong. 
Proof. For every object X of V we define & : gX+.@Alg by .&(i) =& and 
3x(ir j) =&(iS j). 
Let (A, Ai, a) be an arbitrary @algebra nd h : X-+A in %‘. Let 
We will prove that a. (vi A l h)* is a universal extension of h. Since 
a+ft-a+$ l h)*) = a l (I$ 9 h)*, 
then 
a*(r$-h)++zxk = a- ((~4 . h)*)* = a l (qt. a b (q,? l h)*)*, 
i.e., a l (q,! l h)* is a strong @morphism from J& to (A, Ai, a)- 
It is obvious that a* (~4 l h)+- r$= h. 
Suppose g : Xj +(A, Aj, a) and g- I#= h. Then g-&45a-(qf-g)* and by 
Lemma 2.2(a), (c) 
p = &..05 r) : Xjo +dom(a l (Q! l g)*). 
Thus we obtain 
Note that every regular dimorphism with respect to the spectrum defined above is 
strong dimorphism and conversely. It makes our proof complete. 
Given a partially multiadjoint functor U: JY+V with a spectrum 9’= (S, J, q, ( )*) 
one can define a spectral algebraic theory s=(,$!, 4 4, ( )*) as follows: 8X= 8X, 
& = UJ*, fix= qx, for every object X of V and f += U(fo) for every morphism 
f: Y-WJxi=Jxi. 
Suppose we start with a functor U: & -+V partially multiadjoint with respect to 
the subcategory 9, construct t’he spectral algebraic theory 9 in V defined as above, 
and then the category of @algebras; we then ask: How is this related to the original 
category &? But, according to the main idea of this paper, we ask a slightly 
modified question; How is the pair ($Aig, (fiAlg) strong) related to the original pair 
(J& 9)? 
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Theorem 2.6. Let U: d + V be a functor partially muPliadjoint with respect to the 
subcategory 9 and let 3 = ($ j, q, ( )*) be a spectral algebraic theocy ir defines in ‘G: 
Then there exists a unique functor H: d --) g-Alg with U’a H= U, Hm Jx = &, 
for every object X of V and H(D) c (p-ALg)strone,. 
Proof. We define HB = (UB, U(dom EB), U&B), Hf = Uf. It is a routine to verify that 
H satisfies all the conditions above. It remains to show H unique. For every object 
B of & HB_must have the form HB= (LIB, UBi, h) for some structure map h; 
moreover U”. H= U means that Hf = Uf. It remains only to determine the struc- 
ture map h. But H(Q) is strong and U’H(@ l qr = U(Q) l rf = iduB, i.e., H(Q) is 
a universal extension of id L/B: UB+ U”HB in @Alg. It follows that H(eB) = h. It 
makes our proof complete. 
Recall that the S-tuple of morphisms (h, f, g, s, t) is called contractible coequafizer 
if hf = hg, ft = id, hs = id and gt =sh. Note that for any galgebra (A, Ai, a), 
(a, &,Q (I$ l a)*, 94, rQ) is a contractible coequalizer. 
We say that F: I-, V weakly creates coequalizers of F-contractible pairs of 
Xr-morphisms (ZlcMor .;U) if whenever we are given a pair of X1-morphisms 
f,g : X-* Y and h : FY-,Z such that there exis3t s and t with respect to which 
(h, FJ Fg, s, t) is a contractible coequalizer in V we may conclude that h has a unique 
lift ,h in Zr and, moreover, 3= coeq(f,g) in y. 
Proposition 2.7. U” : @A/g+ V weakly creates coequalizers of U%ontractible 
pairs of strong ,&morphisms. 
Proof. Suppose that Jg : (A, Ai, a)+(B, Bi, b) are strong .@morphisms, h : B +D in 
V and (h, UyJ U’g, s, t) is a contractible coequalizer in V. Then we obt&n a new 
contractible coequalizer in ( #Alg)strong : 
Since hbfl = hfa = hga = hbgl, thereby inducing a unique %morphism d : Dk ‘0, 
such that dh, = hb. 
To prove d 9 t$= idr,note that d~~~~h=d~hl~~,~=h~b.~,,~=h, and h is epi. 
We will prove that d l eDk = d l (I$ 9 d)*. Note at first that 
In particular, it follows that dom(& d 9 hI)* = BiO. Thus we have 
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and it follows that dom(r#. d)* = dom(q2 l q)* = Dko and, moreover 
d.($.d.hl)*=d.(&d)*.(r@.hl)*. 
Since (VP. hl)* is epi, we obtain ;II 9 &Dk = d l (# l d)** i.e., (D, &, d) is an 6 
algebra nd h : (B, Bjp b)*(D, Dk, d) is a strong dimorphism. 
To prove h = coeq(f, g) let x: (B, Bj, b)*(E, Er, e) be an smorphism such that 
xf =xg. It is enough to show that xs is an &morphism from (D, Dk, d) to (E, Er, e). 
But 
(x.s).d.hl=x.b~e.[#.x)*=e.(#.xsh)* 
==e. (r&x@*. ($- h)* for suitable PE SD. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.2(d) we obtain 
(xs).dse. (qF.xs)*. 
The proof is complete. 
Theorem 2.8. Let U: .~3? --) V be a functor partially multiadjoint with respect to 9 
and let (8, 3, q, ( )*) be a spectral algebraic theory in V determined by 
(U, S, J, q, ( )O). Then the comparison functor H: d --) .@Alg is an isomorphism 
such that H 1 9 : d -+(y-Alg)s,, is also an isomorphism iff U weakly creates co- 
equalizers of U-contractible pairs of O-morphisms. 
Proof. The necessity follows immediately from Proposition 2.7. So we concentrate 
on the sufficiency. Note that for every XE Ob J& (W&x, U&x0, (q& UQ)*, qt, q$)) 
e coequalizer in V and exO, (qt. UQ)* are Smorphisms. It foilows 
that ex = coeq(Q*, (tl$ u&x)*). 
From this we obtain that U is faithful. Indeed, if h,g : X+ Y in & and Uh = Ug, 
then 
h . ex = (Uh)* . q~ =(Wg)* . (p = g . ex for suitable cp E J”SUX. 
We define G : #A/g-+& as follows: Recall that for a given galgebra (A, Ai, a), 
(a, ‘Ai, (r?? 
U(qt l a)*. 
l a)*, ~4, n$) is a contractible coequalizer, &?A, = u&,$ and (r$ l a)* = 
Let a : Ai +A be a unique lift of a in 9. We define G(A, Ai, a) =A. If 
h : (A, Ai, a)-*(B, Bj, b) in #A/g, then 
h=a=b.($.h)*.v for suitable ~=@‘&A. 
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and U is faithful, we define Gh to be the unique morphism in d such that Gh l _a = 
&(~;~h)“$ 
Note that if h is strong, then Gh E 9, 
It is obvious that ,Q = E~(A,A~,~) because of UJ l # = idA and _a E 9. 
Now it is easy to make the proof complete. 
For a given functor U: d -+ V partially multiadjoint with respect to 9, if its com- 
parison functor H: d + .@Alg is an isomorphism and preserves and reflects regular 
morphisms (i.e., HI, : 9*(@Afg) strOD8) wethen say that U is pcrrtially monadic 
with respect to 9. 
The reader familiar with the work of Diers [l] can easily note that if U: A’ + %? 
is partially multiadjoint with respect to 9, then 01 9 : 9 --) V has a left multiadjoint 
in the sense of Diers. Moreover, 
Corollary 2.9. A functor U: d + V partially multiadjoint with respect to 9 is par- 
tially monadic with respect to 9 iff W 1 9 : 9 -+ V is multimonadic in the sense of 
Diers [I ] and for every U-contracfible pair of Smorphisms ( f, g) with a contractible 
coequalizer (h, Uf, Ug, s, t) the unique lift of h in 9 is a coequalizer of (f, g) in the 
whole category J#. 
3. Examples 
Note, at first, that every monadic functor is partially monadic with one element 
spectrum for every object. Moreover, every multimonadic functor in the sense of 
Diers [11 is partially monadic. More precisely; a functor U: d --) V pairtially monadic 
with respect to 9 is multimonadic in the sense of Diers if for every object X of %‘, 
SX is a discrete poset or, equivalently, 9 = ti. 
I. We recall the notion of pb-monad introduced in [4] and independently in [7] as 
Alexandrov’s monad. 
A monad ‘I’ = (T, p, q) over a topos V is called a pb-monad if for every monomor- 
phism m of %‘: 
(a) The commutative diagrams 
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are pullbacks. 
(b) T preserves pullbacks of the form 
---L 
I ) I m 
A partial monadic algebra for a pb-monad (T, CI, q) is a pair (A, (a, aO)), where 
(a, aO) : TA-+A is a partial morphism such that 
(a, ad * q,4 = idA and (a, ao) 0 (Ta, Tao) = (a, ao) *p 
(where * denotes the composition of partial morphisms defined by pullback). 
A morphism from (A, (a, ao)) to (B, (b, bo)) is every morphism f: A+B such that 
f * (a, 00) 5 @, &) * Tf, w h ere 5 denotes an obvious partial order on every set of 
parallel partial morphisms. A morphism f is called strong if f * (a, ao) = (b, bo) * Tf. 
Let PMA(T) be a category of partial monadic T-algebras together with their 
morphisms. It has been proved in [S] that the obvious forgetful functor 
27: PMA(T)+V is partially multiadjoint with respect to the subcategory of strong 
morphisms. Now, using Theorem 2.8 one can easily prove, that U is also partially 
monadic wish respect to this subcategory. 
In particular, we obtain the following examples; 
(1) Let PALg(Sd) be a category of all partial algebras of type sd 12). Then the 
forgetful functor U: PALg(Q)-,Set is partially monadic with respect to the sub- 
category of strong homomorphisms. 
(2) The forgetful functor U: Partmoa+Set from the category of partial monoids 
is partially monadic with respect to the subcategory of strong homomorphisms. 
(3) Let Locomp be the category of locally compact (Hausdorff) spaces. A con- 
tinuous map k : X-+ Y is called proper if inverse image of every compact subset of 
Y is compact. The forgetful functor Locomp-+Set is partially monadic with respect 
to the subcategory of proper continuous maps. 
II. Let Cat be the category of all small categories and U: Cat+Set be the forgetful 
functor, i.e., U(C) =M0r C, for every small category C. 
It has been proved in [5] that U is partially multiadjoint with respect to the sub- 
category (Cat),, of all functors with injective object-function. We will prove that 
U is partially monadic with respect to (Cat),,. 
The following observations play an essential role in our proof. Let F, G : A =t B be 
functors with injective object-functions and let 
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be a contractible coequalizer in Set. Note, that for every object b of B, t(idb) is an 





to(b) = dom t(idb) and s,(e(b)) = dom se(id& 
But Fob, Gob are monos. Thus Fob, Gob E Is&et and we can assume that Fob, Gob, e. 
are identities. 
Observe, that for every a, b E Ob B = Ob A and p E B(a, b), t(p) E A(a, b). Thus we 
have a contractible coequalizer 
X(a, b) = e(B(a, b)) 
We define a category X as follows: Ob X= Ob B, X(a, b) = e(B(a, b)) and for every 
cp E X(a, b), w E X(b, c), w l p = e(sp sp). We omit the rest of the proof which is of 
technical nature. 
III. Category of local rings. For every set X let Z{X&~~ denotes the ring of 
polynomials of variables running through X and with coefficients in Z. Let SX be 
a poset of all prime ideals on Z&&,X and for every IESX, &I be the localized 
ring of Z<X&~~ with respect o I. Then the forgetful functor U: Lowing+Set is 
partially monadic with respect to the subcategory of local homomorphisms 
(h : P+P1 is local iff for every XE P, hx invertible implies x invertible). 
4. Categories of %algebras as functor categories 
For a given spectral algebraic theory 9’” (s, J, q, ( )*) in C, I-/? SAlg-+C has a 
factorization 
(U*‘)’ 4 %Alg-C -C S 
where (V”)’ has a left adjoint VY : & + %Afg (see Section 1). 
Observe, that %Alg is not isomorphic with a category (gY)T1, where T1 is a 
monad generated by the adjointness ((U”)‘I-- VY). For example: for a given pb- 
monad T, ( gY)T1 is a category of weak partial, monadic T-algebras [5]. 
In general %Alg is a full subcategory of (VY)T1 and (%Alg),,,,E~((~~)~,)TL, 
where T2 is a restriction of the monad T, to the subcategory (g&&=, . 
It follows, that the problem of functorial representation of %algebras is 
nontrivial. 
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Let Thy be a Kl’eisli category of a monad T, , i.e., 
and the composition is given by the rule: for f E ThAWA (U,j)), 
g E Th AK j), Iz, k)), 
gOf=g*a iQ,* f as in the diagram below: 
We define also V’ : i++ Thy, by V9(X, i) = (X, i) and 
V9f = q;. f for f E &((X, ix (K j)). 
Let I& : Th,+U be a functor defined by &(Xi ;) =Xi and for f E 
Th AX 0, (K j)), 
Uyf=f *op: Xi*dom f $4 5. 
A morphism f E Th9((X, i), (Y, j)) is called regular if dom f * = Xi. 
Let (Th,),, denotes a subcategory of regular morphisms. 
Proposition 4.1. U”: Th y* V is partially multiadjoint with respect to (Th,),,. 
Moreover, if W: d-, %f is partially mulriadjoint with respect to 9 and generates the 
same spectral algebraic theory 9, then there exists a unique functor H, : TIl, -*d 
such that We H, = U9 and H,((Th,),,)c 9. 
The proof is of routine nature and will be omitted. 
Note that (Th,), = (( %&&Tz = the Kleisli category of the monad T2 on [VP),, . 
To investigax the functorial representation f %algebras we will describe at first 
the category Set, equivalent to Set, which will play the same role as Set in the 
classical representation problem. 
Ob &t = ((X, X0) : XEOb Set, X0 is a subset of X), 
ct((X, X0), (Y, Yo)) =Set(X, Y) and the composition is the same as in Set. A 
morphism f : (X, X0)+( Y, YO) is called strong in !%t iff f(XO)C YO. 
We also slightly modify the Yoneda embedding: let & be an arbitrary <:ategory 
with a distinguished subcategory 9 that Ob & = Ob g. For every object X of 
d we define a functor Y(X) : d”P 
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It is obvious that p is full and faithful. Note that for any h E&(X, Y), 
h E 9(X, Y) iff D? : irX+PY is a natural transformation consisting of strong 
morphisms only. 
2, Let 9 = (S* J, q, ( )*) be a spectral al ebraic theory in %‘. Then %Afg is 
isomorphic with a fuil subcategory 2 of [ 7’h>p, P et], where (F : Thcp -+!!%t) EOb S’ 
iff F 9 Vly = p(A, i) for some (A, i) E Obzv and F preserves strong morphisms, i. e., 
for every SE (Th,&,, Ff is strong in Set. 
Proof. Let (A, Ai, a) be an arbitrary %algebra. We define JJ : Thy--&t as follows: 
t!U% i) = @?A0 j), (A, Oh W&dCB, j), (A, 01, 
and for every f e W&(X, k), (4 .iN and g E $‘T((B, j), (A, i)), 
A(f)(g)=ag(~4gg)**a,.f, 
as in the diagram below: 
4 




It is not hard to prove that the passage (A, Ai, a)+ determines a full and faithful 
embedding %Alg6 Z. Recall that 
Ob %Alg L’ Ob(%Alg)strong = 0b(Cs)r2. 
Moreover, each FE Ob $ determines a functor 
F’: ((W&,)op = W%4c~~),)op *Set 
such that F' l VT2 is representable ( VT2 : ( kQcm +(( %&&2)- It follows that 
Ob %A/g = Ob X The proof is complete. 
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